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Love Writ Large  
Translated by Alexander Booth

For a fifteen-year-old, falling in love can eclipse everything else
in the world, and make a few short weeks feel like a lifetime of
experience. In Love Writ Large, Navid Kermani captures those
intense feelings, from the emotional explosion of a first kiss to
the staggering loss of a first breakup. As his teenage protago-
nist is wrapped up in these all-consuming feelings, however,
Germany is in the crosshairs of the Cold War—and even the
personal dramas of a small-town grammar school are shad-
owed by the threat of the nuclear arms race. Kermani’s novel
manages to capture these social tensions without sacrificing
any of the all-consuming passion of a first love and, in a unique
touch, sets the boy’s struggles within the larger frame of the
stories and lives of numerous Arabic and Persian mystics. His
becomes a timeless a tale that reflects on the multiple ways
love, loss, and risk weigh on our everyday lives.

‘A spirited novel, inspired by happy ideas and

enthusiam for life.’

Meike Feßmann, Süddeutsche Zeitung

‘An illuminating, philosophical little novel.’
Katja Weise, NDR

‘A gorgeous, touching love story.’
Ursula Escherig, Der Tagesspiegel

‘A great book that traces the happiness quotient

in life down to the smallest detail.’
Britta Heidemann, Westdeutsche Allgemeine Zeitung

Navid Kermani
Navid Kermani, born in Siegen in 1967, lives in Cologne. For
his literary and essayistic work, he has received, among
others, the Kleist Prize, the Joseph Breitbach Prize, the Peace
Prize of the German Book Trade and, most recently, the ECF
Princess Margriet Award for Culture (2017).

Alexander Booth is a writer and translator who currently
lives in Berlin.
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Pixel  
Translated by Owen Good

Like stars in the sky, pixels may seem like tiny, individual
points. But, when viewed from a distance, they can create
elaborate images. Each pixel contributes to this array, but
no individual point can create the whole. The thirty stories
that comprise Krisztina Tóth’s book similarly produce an
interconnected web. While each tale of love, loss, and failed
self-determination narrates the sensuousness of an individ-
ual’s life, together, the thirty stories tell a more complicated
tale of relationships. Circumstances that appear unrelated
may converge in harmony or in heartbreak, just as the
events that loom largest may fail to produce a longed-for
outcome. These threads often determine the course of lives
in unpredictable ways—sometimes comic, sometimes
tragic, but rarely in the ways we originally anticipated.

‘Krisztina Toth’s Pixel is one of the most original

examples of contemporary Hungarian prose.’

Studio Emka, Polish publisher.

‘A merciless, sensual look at existence: Pixel, the

novella cycle of the Hungarian author Krisztina

Tóth, is a discovery! . . .  Tóth turns and

combines her magic cube to create a worldview

in which people are scattered as if in the

vastness of Breughel’s indifferent landscapes.’
Insa Wilke, Die Zeit

Krisztina Tóth
Krisztina Tóth is one of Hungary’s most highly acclaimed
poets and writers. She has won a great number of awards,
and her poetry, as well as her short stories have been
translated into many languages. She lives in Budapest where,
apart from writing, she leads seminars on creative writing.
She is a noted translator of, among others, literary fiction,
children’s literature and song lyrics from French.

Owen Good is a translator and teacher at Péter Pázmány
Catholic University in Budapest.
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Shift Sleepers  
Translated by Megan Ewing

Somewhere deep in the European forest they meet. Frontier
workers, smugglers, refugees, workers, asylum seekers, in-
spectors, artists, musicians, actors, journalists, scholarship
holders, logisticians, students, and ghosts. They come from
everywhere. They are all representatives of our time, and they
have conversations about origins and justice; body and state;
import and export; homeland and migration. They talk to-
gether about happiness, music, and death. In Shift Sleepers,
Swiss writer Dorothee Elmiger has produced a novel that
sheds light on the controversial issues of our time, finding a
new language for this conversation previously unheard in
contemporary German literature.

Dorothee Elmiger
Dorothee Elmiger is a Berlin-based Swiss writer. Her debut
novel Invitation to the Bold of Heart received the Ingeborg
Bachmann Prize and the Kelag Prize in 2010, and in 2015 she
was awarded a Swiss Literature Award by the Federal Office
of Culture and the Erich-Fried-Preis.

Megan Ewing is a lecturer of German at the University of
Michigan, Ann Arbor.
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‘In Shift Sleepers, Elmiger becomes political: a

combative novel about origin and justice.’
Börsenblatt

‘Dorothee Elmiger’s Shift Sleepers plays with

the freedom of art.’
Tobias Lehmkuhl, Die Zeit

‘Elmiger has written a book in which the

spheres of politics and poetry are

superimposed on each other, making a

brilliant contribution to the discussion.’
Linus Schöpfer, Tages-Anzeiger
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The God Behind the
Window  
Translated by Karen Leeder and Peter Thompson

The thirteen stories of Michael Krüger’s The God behind the
Window capture the poignancy and cynicism of late life
through tales of misanthropic old men full of the mixture of
wisdom and melancholy that so often accompanies old age. In
Krüger’s stories, world-weary characters seek—and only tem-
porarily find—solace in nature and culture, rendering their
search for a better life simultaneously comedic and heart
wrenching. From a solitary hiker in the Swiss Alps to the
book’s eponymous shut-in, these aging malcontents are con-
tinually surprised by the unexpected interventions of a world
that has come to seem predictable. Krüger captures this stage
in life masterfully, contrasting the deeply personal emotions of
affection, melancholy, and longing with an indifferent world.
The resulting stories are lyrical, philosophical, and tender de-
spite their cynicism.

‘Each word is so carefully weighed and set,

everything hits the bullseye, effortlesy.
Peter Grubmüller, Upper Austrian News

‘Michael Krüger, as a poet and essayist a

master of dense forms, proves in his first

independent collection of narrative as a

thoughtful, concentrated, skeptical author.’
Alexander Košenina, FAZ

‘Krüger is a master of delicate, lyrical

moments’
Christoph Bartmann, Süddeutsche Zeitung

Michael Krüger
Michael Krüger was the director of the Hanser Verlag
from 1995 until his retirement in 2013. He has published
many volumes of prose and poetry.

Karen Leeder is a writer and translator. She teaches
German at New College, Oxford.

Peter ompson is Associate Research Fellow at the
university of London, and is a writer journalist and
translator.
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